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Machine Learning

Learning is any process by which a system improves
performance from experience.

Herbert Simon

Computer
Data

Output
Program
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Machine Learning
Definition

A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of 
tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, 

improves with experience E.



https://www.kdnuggets.com/2020/11/top-python-libraries-data-science-data-visualization-machine-learning.html



Machine learning

Dataset

Sampling dataset 
and create 
Training set, 
(validation set) 
and test set

Training

Test

Build the model

Validation

Model

Validate
Model

Training is the process of making 
the system able to learn.



A classic example of a task that requires machine learning:
It is very hard to say what makes a 2



Supervised (inductive) learning

o Given: training data + desired outputs (labels)

Unsupervised learning

o Given: training data (without desired outputs)

Semi-supervised learning

o Given: training data + a few desired outputs

Reinforcement learning

o Rewards from sequence of actions
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Type of learning



Supervised Learning

Size in feet2 Number of 
rooms

Year of 
construction Price ($)

500 3 1983 100.000

1000 4 2005 165.000

1000 3 2016 230.000

We know the class to which the observations 
belong
Classification problem: what class does a 
new observation belong to?
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Supervised Learning
Regression/Prediction

Given (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)
Learn a function f(x) to predict y given x
y is real-valued —> regression/prediction
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Supervised Learning
Classification

Given (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)
Learn a function f(x) to predict y given x
y is categorical —> classification



Unsupervised Learning

We have no information about the class to 
which my observations belong.
We look for new features hidden in our data 
and try to interpret them.
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Unsupervised Learning
Classification

Given (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn) (without labels)
Output hidden structure behind the x’s
E.g. —> clustering, probability distribution estimation, finding association (in 
features), dimension reduction 



1. Building the regression or classification models from a 
sample or data set, for which the values of both the 
explanatory variables (or features) Xi and the 
dependent variable Y are observed/known

2. Assessment of the performances of the different 
models on an independent data set: a validation set 
that was not used for building the models

3. Evaluation of the performances of the best model, on 
an independent data set

4. Application of the best model to new cases (Score)
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Four different steps



Comparison of Learning Methods



Performance measures

P N

P
True

Positives
(TP)

False
Negatives

(FN)

N
False

Positives
(FP)

True
Negatives

(TN)

Predicted class

Ac
tu

al 
cla

ss

how many of the 
returned documents 
are correct
(> 0.6)

how many of the 
positives does the 
model return
(> 0.6)

F-measure
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Performance metric
Precision

It's important to get error results as a single, numerical value. 
Otherwise it is difficult to assess your

algorithm's performance.

Of all cases we predicted where y=software developer, what fraction
actually is a software developer?

Precision: how many of the 
classified documents are 

correct
(high precision = no garbage)



- Text mining refers generally to the process of extracting 
interesting information and knowledge from unstructured text.

- Text Mining can be defined as a knowledge-intensive process 
in which a user interacts with a document collection over time 
by using a suite of analysis tools.

- Text Mining seeks to extract useful information from data 
sources (document collections) through the identification and 
exploration of interesting patterns.
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Definition
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Structuring Textual Information
Many methods designed to analyze structured data 

If we can represent documents by a set of attributes we will be able to use existing 
data mining methods

Use statistics to add a numerical dimension to unstructured text 

How to represent a document? 

o Vector based representation —> Bag of words

o Term frequency (TF)

o Document frequency (DF)

o TF-IDF

o Document length
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Weighting Scheme for Term Frequencies 

Document, text Feature vectors Vector

TF-IDF

TF-IDF(w, d) = TermFreq(w, d) · log (N / DocFreq(w))

TermFreq(w, d): frequency of w in the document d
N: number of documents in the collection
DocFreq(w): number of documents in the collection that contains w



A term that appears many times in a document receives a high TF-IDF value 
if it is not common within the entire document collection:
are RARE and IMPORTANT terms

Weighting Scheme for Term Frequencies

Document, text Feature vectors Vector

TF-IDF

TF-IDF(w, d) = TermFreq(w, d) · log (N / DocFreq(w))
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Weighting Scheme for Term Frequencies

Document, text Feature vectors Vector

TF-IDF

TF-IDF(w, d) = TermFreq(w, d) · log (N / DocFreq(w))

TermFreq(w, d): frequency of w in the document d
N: number of documents in the collection
DocFreq(w): number of documents in the collection that contains w

Terms with low TF-IDF are either infrequent terms in the documents or very 
common in the collection.
common in the collection: COMMON WORDS AND NOISE
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- It's an easy and collaborative analytics platform based on Apache 
Spark

- All Spark modules are present in Databricks (SparkSQL, Streaming, ML, 
GraphX)

- "Main goal: to remove all the hardness and complexity to get and 
manage a Spark cluster”

- Enables one-click installation and settings management
- Offers simplified workflows and interactive workspace to facilitate 

collaboration between data scientists, developers and business 
analysts

- Integration with leading cloud providers such as Amazon AWS and 
Microsoft Azure
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Databricks
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Databricks
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Databricks

NotebooksClusters Jobs Data



- Similar to Jupyter or Zeppelin notebooks
- Supported languages

- Python, Scala and SQL (also R…)
- They can all be used in a single notebook.

- The Spark session is already defined for each 
notebook as a global spark variable.

- Once a notebook is created it must be connected 
to an active cluster. 
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Databricks
Notebook



Databricks
Version and collaboration
- Databricks is a collaborative analysis platform 

where users can share workspaces, clusters and 
jobs through a single interface. 

- It is possible to create shared models in the same 
real time notebook, reuse data assets, libraries on 
the same cluster, or reuse/monitor scheduled jobs.

- Databricks supports integration with Github, 
Bitbucket Cloud & Azure DevOps Services.
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https://community.cloud.databricks.com/login.html
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- Collect some job postings
- Create a cluster
- Train a ML model to classify occupations
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What are we going to do?
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https://www.amazon.jobs/it/search?base_query=&loc_query=

https://www.amazon.jobs/it/search?base_query=&loc_query=
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- ~100 Online job ads
- From amazon.jobs
- Germany
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Dataset
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https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/intro.ipynb#recent=true
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Classification Microservices

Skills
Classifier

Occupation
Classifier

Education
Requirements

Classifier
Industry
Classifier

WorkingHours
Detector

Contract
Detector

Locations
Detector

Dates
Extractor

Salary
Extractor

Experience
Extractor



https://community.cloud.databricks.com/login.html
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Create a new cluster
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Create a new cluster
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Create a new cluster



• Classify occupation from title of job ads
• Develop a generic approach valid for all 25 official languages of 

European Union (but also the co-official languages)
• Reduce the use of gold datasets with the scope to minimize the 

impact of human errors and ambiguities
• ~100,000 manually labeled observations for each

language
• Design a system that is easily controllable and can be improved 

in case of misclassification: importance of explainable of outputs
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Goals
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Multi-Class Classification



Multi-Class Logistic Regression



Output of the model
Multi-class model

Job Class: 2512 Software Developer
Job Hier: (251 – IT Profession, 25 -, ….)
Max Prob: 0.98

[
1330: 0.12,
2511: 0.11,
2512: 0.98,
2513: 0.97.
….

]
Predict Probabilties

(for each class)

Prediction path

{
Prediction from text: false
Prediction from metadata: true
Type of model: Ontology / ML
Language of the model: EN
Distance (if appliaed): Equals / Jaccar / Jarowinkler
Distance (metrices): 0..100
Ontology path: software developer
}



- 20k online job vacancies
- 4 classes (5k documents for each class)

- Advertising and marketing professionals
- Software developers
- Mathematicians, actuaries and statisticians
- Industrial and production engineers
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The dataset
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- Data Science project life cicle
- Spark and SparkMlib
- The text mining process on Spark
- How evaluate the model?

Recap & Keywords



Questions?


